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UTILITY OVERVIEW
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MINT INFO
Mint Date | March 31st
Mint Price | .069 ETH
Mint Quantity | 9,999
WL Mint Period | March 31st (3:00 pm UTC) - April 1st (3:00 pm UTC)
WL Mint Limit | 2 per wallet
Public Mint Period | April 2nd (6:00 pm UTC) - April 4th (6:00 pm UTC)
Public Mint Limit | 3 per wallet

What am I minting?
The Genesis Champions are a premium Generative PFP collection with exclusive
in-game utility for our upcoming game: Monster Champions. In addition to the collector’s value of these items, there are a lot of awesome perks!
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MONSTER UTILITY
Monsters will initially be obtained through airdrops to Champions
Additional Monsters will be obtained through Monster Champions gameplay
Monsters are used in the game to progress through the story and to earn in-game
Rewards through PvE, PvP, and GvG
Each Monster has a unique set of abilities that give it a particular edge on the Battlefield
Eggs have a chance to contain Variant Monsters, which can be staked to generate
tokens, used by the owner to discover more tokens in battle, or loaned to other players
to outsource token discovery and share in the profits
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CHAMPION UTILITY
Each Champion provides an in-game buff based on its elemental power
This elemental power is uniformly distributed and is independent of any trait scarcity
Champion holders will be airdropped Monster Eggs every few weeks leading up to game
launch (these eggs are guaranteed to contain Rare or higher Monsters)
Champions will serve as a VIP pass to identify holders and distribute future airdrops
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TOKEN UTILITY
Buy, sell, and trade tokens to invest in gameplay or take profits
Use tokens to mint new Monsters
Refill energy to run more dungeons
Refill energy to fight world bosses
Contribute to the Fountain of Elements, a global pool that influences the power of each
Element and has a payout to contributors at the end of each week
Token release will take place after Genesis Mint, prior to game launch
Our tokenomics expert (@nateliason on Twitter) is currently drafting our in-depth
tokenomics document, which will be released prior to the Mint Date, so keep an eye out
for our announcement on that if it’s something you’re interested in!
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